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rian Skerry, award winning National Geographic underwater
explorer and photographer gave a memorable talk to 188 guests
at the stunning Sergeants Mess on 9th October. Brian was presented
with the 2012 Emerald Award in honour of his lifelong commitment
to raising awareness and creating understanding of the marine
environment through his mastery of underwater photography and
for his ongoing dedication to highlighting the issues confronting the
world’s oceans.
Brian’s talk was inspiring – many of the guests said it was one of the
best such talks they had ever heard. The talk was based on his latest
book Ocean Soul. The story begins when a boy attends an event with
underwater photographers and has an epiphany: “I had always wanted
to explore the oceans, but now I understood how I would do this. I
would do it with a camera.” Now, with more than 20 awe-inspiring
articles for National Geographic magazine, Brian’s talk showcased his
stunning photography and described his adventurous life in a gripping
portrait of the ocean as a place of beauty and mystery, a place in trouble,
and ultimately, a place of hope that will rebound with proper attention
and care.
See page 6 for more on Brian’s talk.

Invasive species - are they a problem?

Professor Peter Steinberg, CEO & Director of SIMS, presents the
2012 Emerald Award to Brian Skerry

Also in this issue:

Any hard surface in the marine environment is occupied and
overgrown by organisms in a very short period of time as space
for settlement and growth is limited. Artificial structures such as
wharves and marinas are no exception. But instead of harbouring
native species, which are local to the area, these artificial
structures often support an abundance of non-indigenous species
(“aliens”). Most of these invaders have come on ships’ hulls and
are invertebrates such as barnacles, sea squirts, lace corals and
sponges. (photo courtesy Dr. Luke Hedge)

Prestigious awards for SIMS’ scientists:
Associate Professor Emma Johnston
Adjunct Professor Doug Cato
Dr. Alexandra Campbell

Can you spot the alien in the image below?

Changes in the Foundation Board

Harbour Hike 2012

Spot the Alien - invasive species

We send our best wishes for
the festive season to all of our
supporters and friends. We shall
look forward to keeping in touch
and seeing you again in 2013.

Email: foundation@sims.org.au
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Prestigious awards for SIMS’ scientists
Associate Professor Emma Johnston
NSW Scientist of the Year for Excellence in Biological
Sciences (Plant, Agriculture and Environment).
The NSW Science and Engineering Awards were initiated in 2008
to recognise and reward the State’s leading researchers in science and
engineering for cutting edge work that generates economic, health,
environmental or technological benefits for NSW.
The awards aim to engage and involve the NSW research community
and the public in promoting the value of science and engineering and
to encourage careers in both fields. This year’s awards were presented
in a ceremony at Government House on 14th November.

The NSW Deputy-Premier, The Hon. Andrew Stoner presents the award
to Emma Johnston

The program for the award ceremony reads as follows:
Associate Professor Emma Johnston, ARC Australian Research
Fellow at the University of New South Wales and Director of the
Sydney Harbour Research Program at the Sydney Institute of
Marine Science (SIMS).
The Harbour Research Program is the flagship research
endeavour for SIMS aiming for world class cross-disciplinary
research with a strong community outreach program. As Director,
Associate Professor Johnston has created the Program’s research
framework and coordinated the first major projects including a
scholarly review of the state of knowledge of Sydney Harbour. She
also chairs the Program’s advisory committee which includes 12
scientists from four Sydney Universities and many of the state’s
research agencies, including the Australian Museum.
Associate Professor Johnston has also made significant
contributions to the fields of invasion biology and ecotoxicology.
Her contributions include the first evidence that pollution facilitates
the biological invasion of marine systems. She found greater metal
tolerance of marine non-indigenous species, considerable potential
for the evolution of tolerance to toxic substances, and ecological
benefits to non-indigenous species from exposure to antifouling
paints.

Group photo of the award winners with the Governor of NSW, Professor Marie
Bashir AC CVO, Professor Mary O’Kane, NSW Chief Scientist and Engineer and
NSW Deputy-Premier, The Hon. Andrew Stoner
Board members of SIMS and SIMS Foundation joined Emma on the night.
Left to right:
Heather Power
Kim McKay AO
Associate Professor Emma Johnston
Professor Peter Steinberg
Dr. John Keniry AM
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Prestigious awards for SIMS’ scientists
Adjunct Professor Doug Cato
Minister’s 2012 award for achievement in Defence
Science.

Doug represents the Defence Science & Technology Organisation
on SIMS’ Scientific Advisory Committee. In making the award,
Minister Snowden said:
“Dr Cato’s achievements span the oceans - they contribute to the
efficient operation of our Navy and help safeguard the wellbeing
of the marine environment. His research in marine bioacoustics
and animal communication provided baseline knowledge of
sonar effects on marine life, supported defence operations, and
informed acquisition projects. Dr Cato’s expert advice about the
effect of noise on the ocean environment has enabled the Navy
to continue vital training activities without any major impact
on marine mammals.”
After joining the Royal Australian Navy as an oceanographer,
Doug Cato quickly moved into acoustics, the hot topic at the
time in defence maritime science. His first area of research was
as part of a team trying to acoustically detect submarines off
the coast of Australia. They learned there was a great deal of
variation in the ability to detect submarines, depending upon
environmental conditions such as background noise and how
the sound travelled through water.
Doug’s early work was to draw up a series of curves which
allowed sonar operators to predict the performance of their
equipment based on the likely ambient noise of the environment
the submarines were operating in. Doug says:
“Then I started to get questions from sonar operators and
submariners about strange sounds they were hearing. If
submariners hear a strange sound it’s something they’re really
concerned about - they wonder what’s out there...I thought these
were probably whales.”

To study whale and fish sounds to discover their effects on
sonar, Doug worked with biologists who knew their distributions
and behaviour. When concern arose that sonar and other manmade underwater noise could have an effect on whales, Doug
was already working on whale acoustics and could see it becoming
a serious problem. The Behavioural Response of Australian
Humpback Whales to Seismic Surveys program is the largest
project in the world on the effects of noise on whale behaviour.
For noisy activities at sea, such as seismic surveys and naval
exercises, the impact of noise is managed by having an exclusion
zone around the noise source. Observers look out for marine
mammals and the activity does not start if they are within the
exclusion zone. Exclusion zones are based on limited information
and there is concern about whether they are the most effective
measures.
This extract on Doug Cato’s research has been taken from
http://www.dsto.defence.gov.au/news/6966/

Dr. Alexandra Campbell
NSW 2012 Young Tall Poppy Science Award
Initiated in 1998 by the Australian Institute of Policy and Science
and sponsored by the NSW Office for Science and Research, the
Tall Poppy Science Awards recognise the achievements of Australia’s
young scientific researchers across all scientific disciplines. Selection
criteria for the awards include outstanding scholarship and research
achievements, communication skills and community engagement.
Nine NSW researchers received these awards in 2012.
Alexandra Campbell’s research is focussed on how changing environments
may influence dynamics between seaweed hosts and their natural enemies,
including pathogens. A primary goal of her research is to understand
the ecological impacts of environmentally-mediated disease in rapidly
changing oceans.
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Alexandra Campbell surveying seaweed communities off
Montague Island, NSW in October 2012
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Harbour Hike 2012
Harbour Hike 2012 was a great success, building upon the first
event that was staged in 2011. More than 2,250 people joined us
for the walk along the beautiful Sydney Harbour foreshore from
Kirribilli to Clifton Gardens Reserve adjacent to SIMS. Participants
came from all over Sydney, indeed more than 130 were from
regional NSW and interstate. There were 10 checkpoints along the
way, with questions about Sydney Harbour and the environment.
Walkers enjoyed talking to and learning from the SIMS’ scientists
and volunteers from National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS)
who manned each of the checkpoints.
The marine themed festival at Clifton Gardens Reserve was a
great success and participants finished the day with a free ferry ride
along the harbour, back to the starting point at Kirribilli.

This 1970s photo of Valerie
Taylor AM, taken by her late
husband Ron, appeared in the
Sydney Morning Herald feature
on Harbour Hike.
Valerie is quoted as saying:
“When you see a great white
shark swimming towards
you, smiling that smile, you’re
looking at an animal that does
not see you as a superior being.
He sees you as a curiosity,
something to be investigated
... If that happens to me, I just
push it aside and show no fear.
They don’t expect that. It’s
worked every time so far.

We were honoured to have internationally renowned shark
research pioneer and underwater photographer, Valerie Taylor
AM as one of our event Ambassadors. Valerie also very kindly
assisted with our pre-event publicity (see photo). Other
Ambassadors included:
• Nat Geo Adventure Presenter, Nick Saxon;
• Award winning environmental scientist and science
communicator, Matt Tomaszewski;
• Award winning film producers Colette Beaudry and Adam
Geiger of Sealight Pictures;
• Sustainable seafood chef Tom Kime;
• Guy Cooper PSM, former Director of Taronga Zoo, Father of
the Year in 2011 and SIMS Foundation Board Member.
• Professor Frank Talbot AM, Founding Chair of SIMS and
SIMS Foundation Board Member.

More photos from Harbour Hike (clockwise from top left):
Marine themed festival at Clilfton Gardens Reserve
Children kayaking with Land’s Edge
Enjoying the beautiful harbour views along the track
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Did you spot the alien?

The photograph shows an example of an invertebrate community
on a pier piling. On close inspection it becomes apparent that the
majority of species are non-indigenous (“alien”). These are indicated
by the red loops. To the non-specialist the communities growing on
artificial structures look like a healthy ecosystem, but often these
communities do not resemble a native ecosystem and do not provide
the same ecosystem services as their native counterparts do such as
providing habitat and food for the local fauna. Invasive species are
also known to reduce biodiversity in localities where they dominate.

Artificial structures have been identified as ‘stepping stones’ or
‘corridors’ for the spread of non-indigenous species into native
communities. SIMS’ scientists are investigating the effects of
artificial structures and non-indigenous species on the biodiversity
of Sydney Harbour with the aim of learning how to support the
natural resilience of native communities against these threats. This
is important because there are projected major increases in shipping
and it is known that shipping is a vehicle for the transport of these
invasive species.

We welcome Ian Dardis to our Foundation Board.
Ian is Chief Executive Officer of Gadens Lawyers in Sydney. He has over
30 years of professional services leadership experience servicing clients
in the financial services, government, utilities and telecommunications
sectors.
Before joining Gadens Lawyers, Ian was a Global Vice-President with
EDS (now an HP company), managing its Asian consulting business
and, following that, its Applications Outsourcing Services business,
overseeing the work of 5,300 professionals in Australia, New Zealand,
India, China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia and Korea.
For 13 years, Ian was an equity partner with Deloitte in Australia and
regional managing partner of Deloitte’s management consulting
business in Central Europe where he led practices in 24 countries
stretching from the Baltics to Yugoslavia.
Before turning to the commercial world, Ian obtained an honours degree
in oceanography and zoology in the UK and maintains a strong interest
in the ocean and our impact on this critical natural environment.
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Brian Skerry - the beauty, the tragedies, the hope
Early on, Brian Skerry realised that what
he wanted to do was to tell stories about
all of the amazing things he had seen
underwater. After 30 years of exploring
the oceans, he never ceases to be amazed by
the extraordinary encounters he has in the
sea. More and more frequently these days,
he sees terrible things. He wants people see
what is happening underwater, both the
horror and the magic.

In the beginning. It was beautiful scenes like
these tropical corals that drove Brian Skerry to
pursue a life in the oceans, recording what was
happening and telling it with graphic imagery.
The middle of this page shows magic mixed with
horror but at the bottom is the message of hope
that Brian seeks to deliver.
All images on this page are by Brian Skerry.

Harp seals. For a few weeks each year, these
animals migrate down from the Canadian Arctic
to the Gulf of St. Lawrence where they have their
pups. They are facing major problems with the
loss of sea ice. They need only twelve days from
the moment they are born to the moment they
are on their own. During this time they need a
stable ice platform on which to nurse. The photo
on the right appears to have a lot of ice but
much of it is too thin. In some areas the seal pup
mortality has been 100% due to lack of stable ice.
Sharks. Brian wanted to do a story on the shark
fishing industry as currently we are killing over
100 million sharks a year. The graphic image of
the shark caught in a gill net became the lead
picture in the global fisheries story in National
Geographic. He wanted to portray sharks as
the magnificent creatures that they are. He did
not want to portray sharks as monsters, overly
threatening or scary. The beautiful image on the
right of the female tiger shark in the Bahamas
achieves this objective.
Fishing practices. Brian envisaged a story on the
global fish crisis because he had witnessed a lot
of degradation in the ocean over the last 30 years,
also because he had read that 90% of the big fish
in the ocean, the tuna, bill fish and sharks, had
disappeared over the last 50 or 60 years. Brian
used the image on the left to show the beauty of
tuna in the ocean. The image on the right shows
the catch of a Mexican fisherman, 8 shrimp after
one hour of bottom trawling. The rest of the
animals in the picture are by-catch and discarded.

Below is the message of hope - a story of marine reserves as part of the solution to global overfishing. Brian settled on New Zealand
as the place for this story as New Zealand had been progressive in terms of protecting its oceans. He wanted the story to be about
abundance, diversity and resilience. The images below tell the story.
Marine reserves. These images show NZ snapper
in a marine reserve that was created in 1975.
The NZ snapper had been fished to the point
of commercial extinction and there were only
vast numbers of sea urchins and no kelp in this
location. Upon creating the marine reserve the
snapper started to return. When the fish returned
they predated upon and controlled the sea urchin
population. Sea urchins eat kelp, so with the
urchin population under control, the kelp also
returned.
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SIMS Foundation Limited
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Charlie Shuetrim AM, Chair
Professor Michael Archer AM
Guy Cooper PSM
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Dr. John Keniry AM
Arthur Koumoukelis
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Professor Peter Steinberg
Professor Frank Talbot AM
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CONTACT US
SIMS Foundation:
Building 19
Chowder Bay Road,
Mosman, NSW 2088
Tel: (02) 9435-4600
foundation@sims.org.au
TO MAKE A DONATION:
Go to www.sims.org.au
and follow the prompts.

Tom Ristoski retires from the Foundation Board
It is with regret that we accepted
Tom’s resignation from our Board.
Tom has been on the Board
since the very early days of this
Foundation.

the
foundation

Recently he has taken on a new role
as Director, Centre of Professional
and Executive Education at the
Australian Catholic University.
This, plus a new baby in the family,
meant that Tom had very little
spare time.
We extend our sincere thanks for
all of Tom’s contributions and wish
him well for the future.
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